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’Sympathy strike’ to protest faculty ouster
By Kathy Rebell
A one-day "sympathy strike" to protest the disnussal of SJSU temporary and
probationary faculty members is scheduled for Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
on Seventh Street.
The call for a strike on all classes, was the outcome of a meeting Thursday night
((f students from four departments angry over the loss of various instructors within
their departments.
Representatives from the Drama Department protest the dismissal of one
temporary lecturer; Economics Department, six temporary lecturers; Foreign
Language Department, four instructors; and Mexican -American Graduate
Studies, three instructors.
But as was explained by Ragni Larsne, spokesman for the group, an "outreach
committee" has been formed to seek out other angry students in departments
experiencing the same situation.
"I would not be surprised if within the next few weeks other departments are hit
the same way," she said. She further explained that the final decision for retentions and promotions should be made public this week.
But according to a spokesman from Dr. Robert Sasseen’s office, dean of faculty,

promotion decisions have already been made public but retention appointments
will not be available until June 1.
Fred Lowe, another member of the group, saw this delay as a way to skirt
student reaction.
"They’re waiting until the last week to fire people so that students can’t organize
to do anything," Lowe said.
For this reason, the students are organizing the strike now so that students can
take a public stand on five issues that relate to the dismissals. They include:
Opposition to the 80-20 interim policy.
Support for teachers being released.
Support for Affirmative Action i a policy designed to increase fair practices in
hiring women and minorities).
Opposition to centralization of power in the administration "through the
usurption of departmental power."
Continued support for MAGS as well as other "third world studies."
Wednesday’s activities will begin at 9 a.m, with music and food. By noon a rally
will be held with speakers from each concerned department. Afterwards an
"orderly, monitored and peaceful march" will be conducted to the area beneath

President John H. Bunzel’s office.
Lowe explained that it is that this time that a delegation will take statements.
concerning the five issues, to Bunzel.
’Despite student and faculty protest, things are going lull-steam ahead on these
issues," Lowe explained. "We have a president who has made it very clear he has
political aspirations, he has come out against Affirmative Actin and the use of
quotas and now he’s cut the funds for Afro-American Studies. We have to do
something now."
Dr. Carlene Young, chairman of Afro-American Studies confirmed this. She
explained that the department has been cut 1.15 positions, which is one full-time
position.
"For our size that’s a disproportionate cut," Young explained. -This department is growing and we already have a 20.5 student faculty ration. That’s high.’
MAGS Department Chairman Hector Cordova also confirmed the situation
students described in his department.
"On the University level we received negative recommendations on two tenure
positions and one third-year retention," Cordova said. "It has a strong impact on
this department because we’re small and that’s a large chunk."
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Vasconcellos says democratic
future hindered by apathy

Faculty agencies
unite to bargain
In anticipation of collective
bargaining, four faculty organizations
at SJSU are forming an agency to
represent them.
The Congress of Faculty Associations
( CFA) was outlined for SJSU faculty
members Thursday by one of its
organizers, Dr. William I.. Tidwell.
He is a member of the California
State Employes Association CSEA
and a former member of the statewide
committee that first put the CFA
proposal together.
Besides the CSEA, the California
College and University Faculty
Association iCCUFA )
and the
American Association of University
Professors I AAUP) have ratified the
proposal for CFA.
The Association of California State
University Professors ( ACSUP )
recently completed balloting on the
proposal, Tidwell said, but results have
(lot been announced.
The CFA was planned on the
assumption all four organizations
would join, according to Tidwell.
He said the CFA will compete with
the United Professors of California
I UPC ) for the right to represent the
state college and university faculty if it
should win the right to bargain
collectively.
"We have no argument with George
Sicular ( the president of the UPC
chapter at SJSU t," said Tidwell. But he
said the new organization will have less
of an orientation toward industrial
unionism than does the UPC.
Sicular attended the meeting
Thursday afternoon. He thanked the

group for inviting him to be present arid
said he expected any differences between the CFA and the UPC to be
worked out eventually because the
aims of the two groups were the same.
Once the fourth organization ratifies
the agreement to form the CFA, local
chapters at individual state colleges
and universities can begin forming. In
fact, said Tidwell, Humboldt State
College has already formed a chapter
though the statewide body doesn’t officially exist.
CFA policy, according to Tidwell, will
be decided by an assembly which will
contain "roughly 60" representatives
chosen at the various campuses and
about 15 representatives chosen by the
individual organizations in the CFA.
Once the CFA is functioning, it plans
to lobby for the right for state college
and university faculty members to
band together in labor negotiations with
the state administration.
"We will probably see progress next
year," Tidwell said.

Correction
Friday’s article on the court suit
involving four SJSU nursing majors
contained an inaccuracy.
The story states a judge pro-tern
was unacceptable to the defendants’
attorney in the case.
The story omitted the fact that
there was a judge available to hear
the case but the plaintiffs’ attorney
used a preemptory challenge
against the judge.

\\

It
John Vasconcellos

By Eric Lyon
-I’m really getting worried about the
future of our democracy," confessed
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D23rd district, during a speech Friday in
the S.U. Ballroom.
’We have a fragile form of government that rests on people’s idealism,
and the level of trust in our government
has dropped," he said.
Vasconcellos has toured 10 college
campuses in the past two weeks in
support of Democratic gubernatorial
candidate, Bob Moretti.
"I’ve seen so much apathy, so little

Council to consider
faculty hiring policy
Revisions of the retention, tenure,
promotion procedures policy will be
considered by Academic Council at its
meeting today at the Faculty Club.
This year’s council members will
conclude all business at a 1:30 p.m.
meeting. At 3 p.m. new council
members will work on organizational
matters for next year’s council.
The current employment procedures
were passed during the last academic
year and were up for review this year,
according to Dr. Charles Porter,
chairman of the council professional
standards committee.
The only changes in the document are
in the number and composition of the

departmental personnel committees
and the promotion appeal process.
In the current procedures, retention,
tenure and promotion committees are
composed of at least five tenured
faculty members. Some departments
have less than five tenured faculty
members and faculty from another
department are selected to meet the
required five members.
The new policy states personnel
committees may consist of only three
tenured faculty members in addition to
the department chairman when there
are less than five tenured faculty
members of the appropriate rank in the
department.

energy being expended that I’m
wondering what’s really going to
happen to government, politics and
schools," he said.
Vasconcellos, speaking articulately
without a prepared speech, said he is
"putting my energy into electing Bob
Moretti."
"Bob is literally throwing open doors
and windows in his effort to humanize
the government. He is trying to make
things more open, honest, equal and
feeling," he said.
Stating that he considers Moretti
"like a brother," Vasconcellos said
Moretti was the only candidate who had
the "courage to challenge Reagan’s
Proposition One and risk losing the
election."
After his comments about Moretti,
and a disclaimer that "selling really
isn’t my thing," Vasconcellos opened
his talk to questions.
During the animated question and
followed,
that
period
answer
Vasconcellos turned his attention to the
problems of higher education,
especially the results of dropping
enrollments at state schools and the
rising cost of education.
"The rapid growth of college
enrollments in the ’60s gave someone
the idea that enrollments across the
state would grow to infinity, but that
idea has evaporated into hot air," he
said.
At the present rate of decreasing
enrollmentswhich could reach "from
1,000 to 4,000" at SJSU next yearby
1980 the decrease could be as severe as
the increase in the ’60s, he said.
In answer to a question about the

increase in fees for state colleges and
universities in the fall, Vasconcellos
said simply, "when the costs go up,
someone’s got to pay.
Elaborating, Vasconcellos, who is
also the chairman of the state budget
committee for the California State
College and University System said
-one third of these increases we have
passed on to the taxpayer, and the other
two thirds will go into increased fees."
Only non-instructional costs will be
added to student fees, Vasconcellos
said.
"Ideally, we ought to have adequate
funds for people to go to school," he
said. "But California is still the only
state to provide public higher education
to one million persons."
When asked about the current controversy at SJSU over the 80-20 faculty
!tiring policy, Vasconcellos said he
favors it over a fully tenured faculty.
"What if you couldn’t get any new
faculty’? Would that be fair to the
students?"
Rejecting one questioner’s claim that
the 80-20 policy would block the Affirmative Action program, Vaconcellos
declared:
"It’s the other way around. Affirmative Action isn’t possible with 100
per cent tenure. With 100 per cent you
have no opportunity to hire new faculty
members."
Vasconcellos also said he favors
along
with
Morettian
early
retirement system for older faculty
members which wouldn’t "allow them
to teach part time and at the same time
open up monies for more new instructors."

Mystery ends

Boiler plant facilities have open house
To dispel the mystery of what lies
within the brick and concrete building
on the corner of S. Ninth and San Carlos
streets its doors were open to the public
Thursday.
"Welcome to the boiler plant," said

the hostess as she ushered curious bypassers into the door.
Presently the plant provides heat and
air conditioning to the Business
Building, the Music Building and the
Student Union. There are plans to

expand the number of buildings serviced.
At a glance, the two-year old plant
resembles a blimp hanger with its high
ceiling, steel beams and large empty
floor space in the center.

However, it doesn’t take long to
notice the four monstrous steel boilders
against the left wall.
The mass of huge insulated pipes in
the back of the building is the air
conditioing
Tucked behind a stairway is the
entrance to 1,350 feet of underground
passage.
The underground walk way, lined
with an assortment of pipes, tunnels all
the way to the Journalism Building off
Seventh Street.
The floor is stained with puddle
marks from water seepage.
Superintendent Byron Bollinger
admitted that seepage from the low
water table is a serious problem.
However, said the problem is controlled with electric pumps.
Climbing back upstais one notices a
small glass room suspended above the
main arena of operation which services
the Business Building, the Music
Building and the Student Union.

Jeff Stephens

Mike Russ explores mysteries of boiler plant

"In the future all campus buildings
will be connected to the plant,"
predicted Superintendent Bollinger.
Inside the room which is perched
above the main entrance is a small
machine with amazing powers.
Simply by punching out the numbers
identifying a campus building that is
serviced by the plants, a building plan
appears along with a temperature
reading.
With a few more strokes of the finger
on the keyboard and the temperature is
changed.

Jeff Stephens

Pipes thread underground walkway

Point of view
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Grunt and Bear it

A case for paranoia
Dann% Gilmore
Back in the ’60’s when Viet Nam other side. U.S. generals said the
was still an issue, the Defense Viet Cong and the North Viet
advising Namese Army simply weren’t
was
Department
Americans to approach returning following the rules of the
game...they just didn’t fight fair.
veterans with caution.
Pentagon spokesmen explained The brass explained the tactics the
the mental stress of the Viet Nam other side empliyed for warfare
War were quite severe and "our were indeed frightening and may
boys" doing the fighting may be have adverse after effects on the
subject to varying degrees of all minds of "our boys."
Su what is to be done with these
kinds of mental disorders. One
possibility, according to Pentagon deranged men?
Well, one thing would be to
officials, was that veterans may
come home with feelings of per- reason with them and see if they
secutionideas that someone or have any basis for their fears.
E,.en though they may not be able
something would be after them
to point out exactly who is perclassical paranoia.
The military brass blamed the secuting them, at least they can

Editorial

Deny Bunzel’s request;
he’s had enough time
SJSU President John H. Bunzel’s
request for additional time" to
complete his review of the A.S.
budget should be flatly refused by
the A.S. executive officers.
Bunzel, in a memo to A.S.
President Ruth Leonard’ Wednesday, said "faculty retention,
tenure and promotion matters" as
well as the Chancellor’s Council of
Presidents meeting in Los Angeles
caused the delay.
Bunzel is either offering excuses
for his own incompetence or
stalling for time. He knew last
October the budget would have to
be signed by May 15. Yet he did not
sign or veto it.
More than likely Bunzel is hoping
the semester will end before the
budget conflicts surface. With few
students on campus, Bunzel’s
position might go unchallenged.
Leonardi owes Bunzel no favors.
The AS., represented by Leonardi,

should pursue the issue in the
correct manner, namely through
the court system.
Leonardi and the other A.S.
officers should not negotiate with
the administration over the budget.
That is not their job. The A.S.
budget, as it stands now, is the
finished document. The A.S.
budget committee, the A.S. Council
and finally Leonardi himself approved the budget.
President Bunzel can veto the
budget or sign it-that is his
decision, but he must do
something.
Should Leonardi and the other
executives negotiate with Bunzel,
the whole budgetary procedure
would be invalid.
The A.S. budget would then
become an instrument devised by
Leonardi and Bunzel in the smokefilled, backrooms of "Power Hall."
Lee Fuller

speak of their fears. Such fears as
come from:
Watching a company first
sergeant deal greenback dollars on
the Viet Nam black market.
Being told daily, "You’re going
to jail, son."
Noticing the ease with which
high-ranking officers make the
transition from military life to
become a corporate executive.
Asking themselves such absurd
questions as, "If we are here (in
Viet Nam) to protect these people
from the communists, who’s going
to protect them from us?"
Finding out General Motors (as
of 1967) has received more than $33
million from the U.S. Government
in reparations for allied bombing of
GM’s factories which supplied
Germany with the tools of warthis after GM’s chief executive for
overseas operations was awarded
the Order of the German Eagle
( first class) by Adolf Hitler.
It really is easy to understand
why some of these veterans are a
bit fearful. It’s even easier to
understand why some of these
veterans are a bit fearful. It
It really is easy to understand
why some of these veterans are a
bit fearful. It’s even easier to
understand why they distrust the
military so much. All one has to do
is listen.
They will have to deal with their
crazy ideas of a master conspiracy
by themselves.
Americansthose who consider
themselves "team players"know
there is no conspiracy of the kind
envisioned by such paranoids.
But the fact no conspiracy exists
is not reason to ignore those who
believe such a plot exists.
Doesn’t it make sense to let those
who visualize some sort of plot to
search out answers to their
questions? Wouldn’t Middle
America sleep a little more secure
at night knowing someone is
searching for signs of corruption
and subversion on the thrones of
government and corporations?

Kathy Noon

eSev

KSJS, the campus’ sleeper radio
station, reported recently that with
the purchase of $35,000 worth of
new equipment, the station would
be able to transmit LO a radius of 10
miles from its previous five mile
range.
Though it is estimated that the
new output of power will not go into
effect until January of next year,
one would think that the students
who operate the station could start
planning ahead about how to use
this prospective increase in
audience potential.
Even now, with their five-mile
limit, it seems the most heard
reaction to the station is, "What is
KSJS?"
This is not such a moronic
question when one considers the
content of the station is of such
mundane and mediocre quality
that few students want to know
what it is, let alone find the interest
to listen to it.
However, with the proper
management and interest, this
could and should change.
As it stands now, the station
presents music and sports
broadcasts.
Considering this is the type of
programming the major San
Francisco stations offer, the
staffers of KSJS seriously feel they
can compete for an audience with
them’?
In all sense of realism, one would
hope not. For if is their aim, they
are afflicted with an unbased
idealism that is bound to leave
them dozing in obscurity in much
the same way as they are now.
Because who is going to switch
from their favorite city station to
tune in amateurs attempting to do
the same thing on a smaller basis?
However, the station could
become an effective medium on
campus if it sets its sites a little
lower and attempts to revamp the
program content.
The station could, in fact,
become great competition to the
campus’ one major powerhouse
medium, the Spartan Daily.
Isn’t it about time in SJSU’s 40year history of journalism that the
Daily had competition on campus
to really make it run for its money’?
The one main reason the campus
paper does not have competition
now is not because of its great

popularity or love by the student
body, but because no one else has
the consistent input of money and
advertising to fund another
campus medium of any size or
reputation for any length of time.
Because of its size, distribution,
recognition, ( and 40 years on
campus), the Daily receives the
major portion of advertising and
monopolizes student interest and
leadership.
KSJS could provide an alternative to that with a carefully
structured series of news specials,
panels, interviews, documentaries,
and features focusing on the
campus in particular.
Included among them could have
been an excellent series on A.S.
elections.
This could also provide invaluable experience for those
operating the station, and the Daily
certainly would not suffer from the

..lrab defense
Editor:
We read in disgust Dr. Primack’s
crocodile tears in condemnation on
the latest attack on Maalot. Where
were you, Primack, a week ago
when four Lebanese children and
two women were napalmed by
Israeli jets? What do you say about
today’s raids against Lebanon
where mostly Lebanese women
and children are getting killed?
How come you don’t cry for those

tradictions have been eradicated. desperate containment diplomacy. the incessent sporadic atrocities
This, Primack, is the real crux of Organization of Arab Students prevailing in Israel?
It is time for a world-wide public
the matter and if it is not clear in
Spokesperson: Adnan Hegrat
awareness, condemnation and
your head yet, it never will be
action against these terrorists and
( because your consciousness has
the countries harboring them.
been aligned with those of the
Hava Simehon
oppressors with whom you iden- Editor,
Journalism Sophmore
tify).
Mr. Robert Dawes is correct. He
As for the conditions under which doesn’t understand.
that attack on Maalot took place,
Edward J. Laurie, Chairman
we caution western readers to the
Department of Marketing
fact that their press has
Editor:
traditionally given a biased and
In response to the May 14 edition
distorted interpretation of the
of the Daily; on page 8 there is an
events in the Middle East. In this
Profuse indignation resounded in open attack upon the integrity of all
last attack the sole responsible for Kiryat Shemgna after 18 Israeli persons of the gay minority.
the murder was that criminal men, women and children were Considering that this article was a
Dayan, who this time could not ruthlessly massacted by Arab critique of an art makes no difcover his duplicity as well as he did terrorists. The world, however, did ference to me at all. If it was a
after Kiryat Shemona. Like we not awaken from its dormancy as it subjective essay on the abilities of
said in a previous letter, for Dayan, slept through the extermination of "Rundgren" it should have confined itself to such. An attack on
Israeli lives are secondary to the six million Jews in Germany.
Recently the Arab terrorists the courteousness of a crowd for
danger of accepting defeat at the
hands of the guerrillas. Dayan did have struck again murdering 29 the performer would also not be out
not hesitate to attack and if Israeli teenagers and wounding 70 of order.
But an open attack on a minority
anything he used those deaths to in a high school at Maalot. These
enable actions have been deplored by U.S. for the sake of padding an article is
his
advantage...to
apologists like Dr. Primack to shed government officials who have more than bad journalism, it is
a few hypocritical tears and make issued statements attacking the unethical and most offensive to all
loft statements on the question of barbarous incident as repugnant, those that would consider themshocking and detestable.
selves members of a progressive
what is ’humane’ for some.
Statements will not save lives student body.
We said in our last letter that
I would like to take a moment to
5,000 Palestinians are being tor- nor will they comfort the bereaved
tured in Israeli jails. For many, survivors morning over the dead. remind all of us of the liberal
their only crime is being Statements of disgust are not mindedness the Daily has usually
Palestinian. If hostages are held to enough to stifle further guerrilla shown minorities on this campus.
get those people that are suffering attacks.
They have been most careful in
Arab governments harboring avoiding any mistakes that might
out, it is only because Primack and
others of his kind have not raised these trained fanatics are show any signs of closed-minded
an eyebrow about the atrocities responsible for their citizens ac- bigotry.
The fact that this snide open
committed in their name by Meir tions. Abstinence from action
against these guerrillas is attack on a very oppressed social
and Dayan.
The only solution to the crisis is equivalent to condoning their minority passed through the hands
for Israelis to realize that living in actions.
of the editor onto the press
a Zionist fortress is not the solution
Every country in the world is "representing" the type of jourto the problem. Only when a responsible for these criminals nalism that the Daily can give
democratic secular society where who have shed a darkening future shows the true colors of the injustice for all is created in for any peace settlements in the tegrity.
If Mr. Lyon wants to continue his
Palestine can peace come. It won’t Middle East.
come either through Israeli
For how long will the world course of criticising art, I ( and
Kissinger’s remain passive and shut its eyes to most artists) would appreciate it
or
repression

’Doesn’t understand’

‘Gar’ attack

Arabs responsible

The station needs the guiding
strength and journalistie skill of a
good station manager and program
director to introduce a little meat
into that diet of oatmeal.
Righ now, judging from a sorry
past record, it is far from having
that.

FATUER JOI4N McLAUGHLINI s EXORCIST’

Letters to the editor

people as well?
We said in our last analysis on
the Kiryat Shemona incident that
as long as the basic contradiction
between
Zionism
and
the
Palestinians exists, acts of
violence against Israelis will
continue forever. There is no way
foreigners can come and steal a
whole people’s homeland and
expect to bring up their children in
peace on that land. There will be
no peace for colonial settlerism
whether in South Africa or Israel
until the injustices and con-

competition. In fact, this would be
an effective stimulus for the paper
to keep striving for quality, accuracy, and the needed incentive to
maintain its own against such
competition.
As it stands now, the station is
nothing but a playground for a
group of unimaginative students
trying to get a couple of units with
as little effort as possible.
For this token of academic
reward, they are content to let the
station wallow in its stagnant
wasteland of pretend disk jockeys
and top 40 hit records.

being of a more constructive tone
than the myths and puns included
in his article such as the caption:
"Avoid Bathrooms," the use of the
word queer in refererce to
homosexuals, and chiefly the
degradation of non-present artist,
David Bowie, who has had the guts
to proclaim his sexuality. If Bowie
was held as a flag to an obviouly
sympathetic crowd, I would say
"right on" rather than have contempt for them.
Last of all, I would ask, do we
name a concert that appeals to any
other minority as decadent
because it has that appeal. Art
should be criticised on its own
grounds, not the grounds of a critic
trying to be clever.
Phil Miller
Fine Arts Major
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Hike approved for S.U. games area rates
By Richard Coleman
The Student Union Board of Governors ISUBG has
authorized a hike in games area rates. The hike, effective
July 1, will mean an increase on shoe rentals, bowling and
billiards.
According to games area manger Terry Gregory, the increase is based upon a budgetary need for increased revenue

to match operating expenses in the games area.
The shoe rental price has gone from 10 cents to 15 cents.
Bowling charges have been increased from 40 cents to 50
cents. Use of a billiard table for an hour will be $1.20, an increase of .20 cents.
Gregory pointed out that the Student Union rates would
still be lower than most commercial establishments, he

added, and comparable to the colleges and universities
surveyed.
Those schools surveyed included, Cal Poly State University, Stanford University, and University of California,
Berkeley. The businesses included Futurama Bowl, Fiesta
Lanes and Saratoga Lanes.
With the increase of prices in the games area and the

Deserted, ivy-

Candidate
forum here
today

covered tower
was frat home
By Dyane Hendricks
In the -center of campus
looms an ivy-covered edifice
known as The Tower."
The Tower got its start in
1908 when, according to
Byron Bollinger, superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds, someone decided it
would be a nice architectural
addition to SJSU along with
archways connecting it with
other campus structures.
In 1912, the Tau Delta Phi
Fraternity was granted
permission for exclusive use
of the Tower and except for
moving beds and blankets in,
used it as a frat house.
"During the hey-day of
fraternities, no girl was
supposed to have gone into
the Tower," said Bollinger.

The chair that is often seen
perched out of the top window of the Tower is what is
left of the years Tau Delta
Phi inhabited it.
"It was part of the
initiation,"
explained
Bollinger. "New members
were made to ’walk the
plank."’
Walking the plank was
done after blindfolding the
initiate, then pulling the
chair inside without telling
the victimwho was left to
believe he was walking
outside.
By using this method, the
fraternity found it could cut
down on student drop outs.
In 1961, the Tower and the
archways were deemed
unsafe, and Tau Delta Phi

Rick Murphy

Infamous iniation plank still adorns tower
and whoever else were
evicted.
The
archways
were
removed in 1964 because of
earthquake danger.
The
project,
which
originally was supposed to
take six weeks, took two

years, because of the difficulty the wrecking crew
had in tearing the archways
down.
After the Tower was
condemned, Tau Delta Phi
hired an engineer to see
about the possibilities of

Education equality

Unification inadequate
By Janet Parker
Unification of California’s public school districts is not an
adequate solution to the recent Serrano vs. Priest decision,
according to Terry McHenry, business manager of the
county office of education.
McHenry responded to recent statements by Wilson Riles,
state superintendent of schools, that roughly one out of every
four school districts in the state may have to be dissolved to
meet the Serrano school financing court case.
"Unification doesn’t make sense," McHenry said. It
won’t really give equalization."
Class action suit
The Serrano decision is a five-year old class action suit that
will require California to take funds from richer public school
districts and redistribute them to poorer schools. It says that
local property taxes have violated the equal protection
clause of the California Constitution as a method for determining individual school district wealth.
"I would say we need to get down to around 800 districts in
the state," Riles said at a news conference in Sacramento.
California now has 1,056 school districts and a cutback
would mean disposing of 256 districts, about one out of every
four presently existing.
"We have, in my opinion, inequalities, and those
inequalities are in a large measure because the districts are
not organized in the most efficient manner," Riles said.
McHenry said while unification as Riles suggests would
mean the elimination of eight Santa Clara County districts,

New faculty
body convenes
to elect officers
New members of the
Academic Senate will hold
the first meeting of the 1974/5 senate today to elect officers, approve a calendar
and determine lengths of
terms of the various
senators.
The name change from
Academic Counci to Senate
comes with the adoption of a
new constitution for the
policy recommending body.
New
members
representing the School of
Applied Sciences and Arts
are Dr. Mary Bowman,
Professor June McCann, Dr.
Helen Ross and Dr. Dan
Unruh.
Dr. James Harper will
represent the School of
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Business.
The School of Education
has Dr. Roger Chapman and
Dr. Beverly Jensen as
members.
Dr. Robert Spicher will
represent the School of
Engineering.
The School of Humanities
and Arts will have Dr. Gary
Conrad
Dr.
Albright,
Borovski, Dr. Cristiane
Cook, Dr. Wilbert Crockett,
and Dr. Mary Lou I,ewandowski.
In the School of Science
Dr. Vida Kenk, Dr. Arnold
Schein,
Dr.
Howard
Shellhammer, and Dr. Ruth
Yaffe will serve as senate
members.
Dr. M.1,. Andersen, Dr.
David Eakins, Dr. Harris
Martin, Dr. Theodore Norton
and Dr. Carlene Young will
represent the School of
Social Science.
Marjorie Craig, and Leslie
Janke will be senate
members from the general
unit.
Ken Williams is the support staff representative.
Dr. Gail Fullerton, Dr.
Lester Lange, Dr. Robert
Sasseen and Dr. James
Sawrey will represent the
deans on the senate.
New council chairman is
Dr. Paul Brown.

he does not believe that plan of action is logical or adequate.
"Unification is not feasible here," he said.
McHenry said there are many methods by which the
massive overhaul of public school financing can be met.
Unification is just one of the means that the state department
of education is looking at.
The administrator said the only way unification would
really be significant is to unify every school district in the
state into one massive district, which is, of course, impossible.
McHenry said the judge in the Serrano case has said a plan
must be implemented in six years and this plan could not be
carried out in that time.
He said the judge also stipulated school districts must be
equalized to within $100 of a statewide average, about $875
per pupil.
In this district aldne the gap in per pupil expenditure
ranges from $750 to $2300.
According to McHenry, there is no reasonable geographic
method to unify school districts here since poorer and richer
districts are vastly separated into pockets of wealth.
For example, districts already unified range from $964 per
pupil in Santa Clara to $1647, in Palo Alto. The San Jose
Unified School District is just under $1102 per pupil.
Similar equalities
There are similar inequities for local elementary school
districts which span from $786 per pupil in the Evergreen
district in San Jose to $1417 per pupil in Mt. View.
McHenry said that unifying would result in some very
"extremely unwieldy" situations such as the unification of
120,000 students in the East San Jose districts.
Low wealth is evident in 25 percent of this county’s school
districts including Alum Rock, Mt. Pleasant, Evergreen, Oak
Grove, Union and Cambrian.
The county administrator also disputed a statement by
Riles that anti-unification concern is by school officials,
superintendents, and board members who fear losing their
positions.
Bullet biters
"At some point, the legislature and the board are going to
have to bite the bullet and say this is the way it has to be and
od it," Riles said.
McHenry responded that unifications have lost here in
recent years because they have been largely inadequate
plans. He said that about two years ago five unification
elections in this county were defeated at the same time.
However, he said only one of those plans was rational.
He added the possibility of unification largely depends on
the individual county. While it may not be a sufficient answer
in Santa Clara County, it could be feasible in Monterey
County where the wealth is high and there are only between
25 and 100 students in the individual school districts.
McHenry said no matter what solution the legislature
approves, it will have to mean unifying every poor district
and every rich district in some means in order to balance out
wealth.
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We built our success by placing
people like yourself in career positions
Our staff of trained professional job
consultants can assist you towards...

’Your First Career Position.
How you present and conduct yourself
during an interview is very important

saving the building, but
according to Bollinger,
making the Tower safe could
not be done without redoing
the entire interior.
After 1964, no one was
allowed to go into the Tower
without special permission
from the executive vice
president, Burton Brazil, but
after climbing the spiral
staircase to the third floor,
one can find "Ray + Sae ’65"
graffittied on the wall.
However, for the most
part, the three floors remain
empty except for remnants
of the Tau Delta Phi regime
and the owls which now have
"exclusive rights" to the
Tower.

elimination of bowling machine payments, which the board
also chose to do in its meeting, the Student Union has cleared
up its deficit problem, according to Gregory.
A deficit was projected for approximately $20,000 for the
1974-75 budget. That $19,000 was eliminated when the SUBG
set up a reserve account for bowling machine payments.
With the increase in game prices, the budget may result in a
surplus.
According to S.U. Director Ron Barrett, a surplus can now
be seen for the end id the 1974-75 budget.
But, Barrett said, although things look good now, changes
can always come in proposed budgets. For one thing, he said,
is the expected raise in salaries which has not been added
into the budget.

THE PINK POODLE
THEATRE
mrscrits

Candidates for San Jose
City Council Seat No. 2 will
be on campus today to
participate in a discussion of
local political issues.
Joseph A. Cella, Louis T.
Luzod and Robert J
Stroughter have been confirmed to appear at the 110 011
forum.
Dr. Terry Christensen,
assistant
professor
of
political
science,
lias
organized and will moderate
the forum.
Wednesday, candidates for
seat no. 3 will be on campus
and Friday candidates for
the mayor’s office will appear.
All candidates’ forums will
be at noon in the Uniunhuni
room.

THE LOVELIEST

"NUDE DANCERS"
IN
THE BAY AREA
LIVE NUDE SHOW
EVERY HOUR
from 11 A.M.
s
EXPLICIT - HARDCORE

t

scot terl Jodie, Free

"ATTENTION ALL GIRLS"
AMATEUR
NUDE DANCE CONTEST
EVERY MON. HITE 9 P.M.
P5111 MONEY 4000.2500- 15.00- 1000
,1,71e41.//dy

VETERANS
EXPECTING TROUBLE
WITH YOUR FINALS

Grades
mailed on
June 19
Final grades for the 1974
spring semester will be
mailed on June 19 to the
address indicated on the
correction card in the spring
registration packet.
The registrar’s office
advices that all changes of
address should be reported
to the registrar, Library
North, room 110, no later
than June 5.

DON’T TAKE YOUR LUMPS LYING DOWN!
THE VETERAN’S LEARNING CENTER CAN HELP
We offer a one to one Tutor Service run by qualified tutors and
there is no charge. For further information come to Building "R"
(on campus) or call: 277-2486 between 8AM-9PM Contact Fred
Dillman.

The Associated Students

Shop. S.J.S.J.,

Specializing in extra low cosi repairs and parts.

GRAND.L)PENING MAY 20, 1_974 (Monday)
Open 1 a.m.

to I p.m. Mondax thrill Friday

Located in the Assoc. Student Office
Repair charges as much as 50’4 below regular shops..
Parts 25% or

.e beim% otaiside shops.

SPECIALS FOIL (MANI) OPENING:
Tune up: Adjusting and oiling brakes. ta blew and derailers.
Complete Safets Check of entire machine.
Regular $.1 S writs/ 82
lluerhaul: Flubs. headset. bottom braeket. pedals greased.
adjustment and oiling of brakes. cables. derailers.
wheel tracing. Saki% cheek of entire machine.

So...
We will offer free consultation on interviewing
techniques and procedures to all Graduates.
No charge for registering with us
So what have you got to lose...
Call
244-0756

Regular $1 5 .S

wcial $

I 2.50

"Get Your Bike in Shape For Summer"
CALL 277-3201 FOR NIOIRL INFO.

Decca Agency

4320 Stevens Creek Blvd.

color -

ADULT
MOVIES sound
328 S. BASCOM AVE. OPEN 11 A.M.
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Battle ’worst weather’

The WFL rises to give
the NFL a challenge
About once every 15 years an interesting
phenomenon occurs in professional sportsa
new league is bornready to challenge the
old established guard.
In the early 60’s the National Football
League was sailing along, satisfying a good
portion of "armchair quarterbacks." Then
the American Football League was created tc
finacially battle the NFL.
The AFL wasn’t an immediate success
primarily because the AFL could not lure
established NFL stars with the big money
contracts the AFL had promised in the
beginning.
Finally, in 1964,the AFL was given a boost.
The New York Jets succeded in signing Joe
Namath for a bonus of more than $400,000.
Namath was the most sought after
collegiate player in the nation and vowed to
put the AFL in direct competition with the
National Football League.
So now the war was on. In 1966 the struck
again, with the Kansas City Cheifs signing
Heisman Trophy winner, Mike Garrett to a
multi-year contract and $300,000 in bonus
money.
Later in ’66 the Green Bay franchise of the
NFL signed Donny Anderson and Jim
Grabowski for over $600,000 in bonus money,
just to keep pace with the rival AFL.
The war went on, back and forth, each
league trying to out do the other in terms of
lucrative contracts until the eventual
merger of the two leagues halted competition.
That was 15 years ago.
Now, like a recurring nightmare, the NFL
must wage a similar war with another
upstart pro football league, the World
Football League.
Founder and President Gary Davidson
immediately began the same sales pitch the
AFL used in the ’60’s promising fantastic
multi -year contracts for the more
prominent NFL stars.
It wasn’t long before Davidson’s
predictions came true. With three of the
NFL’s top pro’s, Larry Czonka, Jim Kiick,
and Paul Warfield, signing an estimated $3.3
million contract with one team, the WFI.
gained a new respect from those who had
laughed it off as a joke and a flimsy operst ion.
Soon after that monumental signing, other
NFL superstars were looking into the
possibility of negoiating with the WFI..
Two Bay Area stars followed suit. Ken
Stabler and Darrel Lamonica, two-thirds of
the Oakland Raiders quarterbacking corps,

Spikers win PCAA

By Tim Robb
FRESNOSparked by
double
victories
of
By Terry Day
sophomore Mark Schilling
and freshman Ron Livers,
signed multi-year pacts worth over $
the Spartan track squad
million apiece.
In each case the players cited the reason successfully battled the
for jumping to the new league as financial. weatherand the rest of the
It seems more and more these days, league Friday and Saturprofessional sports are run by the dollar dayto capture its second
sign and the NFL got caught looking the consecutive Pacific Coast
other way when the %Wt. came to woo some Athletic Association title.
San Jose, with 143 points,
of the top names in pro football.
But football league and teams do not live easily outdistanced a surby players alone. Coaches were needed, so prising Fresno State team
the WFI, did not restrict their invasion of the that compiled 101 points.
NFL to only players, which seems logical. Long Beach State finished
Top notch NFL assistant coaches were third with 98.
Competing in what SJSU
signed by the Wfl to completely encircle the
NFL with the knowledge ( or threat, that the assistant coach, Don Riggs,
termed, "The worst weather
NM. meant business.
San Francisco 49er assistant Mike Gid- I’ve ever seen for a track
dings was signed by the Honolulu franchise meet," Schilling repeated as
of the WFI., and a good guess the signing a double winner in the 880
had more to do with money and location and mile. Livers, who had
won the triple jump in
than anything else.
It is interesting to note that not many NFL Friday’s competition, took
head coaches have been approached by the top honors in the high jump
WTI. probably because their sense of loyalty at 6-10 on the basis of fewest
to one team is somewhat stronger than a misses.
Schilling’s winning marks
player’s. Also assistant coaches jump at the
chance to become head man, if it means of 1:52.5 in the 880 and 4:14.0
more money and more power. And that is in the mile were relatively
slowcompared with his
what the WFI. is wielding right nowmoney
seasonal bestsbecause of
and power.
On the other side of the coin, the NFL is the poor weather conditions.
"The time in the mile was
doing next to nothing to prevent the WFI.
form signing away it’s top gate attractions very slow," said Schilling.
Only the Cincinnati Bengals have begun to "But on a night like this I’m
fight back. When Bengal general manager just happy to win."
The gusting winds and cold
and head coach, Paul Brown, heard the
news that middle linebacker Bill Bergey weather also affected one of
was signed right out from under him, Brown the meet’s main attractions,
sought a court injuction to halt the WFI. fron the sprints.
San Diego State speedster,
talking contract to NFL stars until the NFL
Steve Williams, won the 100
teams had a chance to talk to their players.
in 9.4 but not without
Brown lost his bid for the injunction and
creating some controversy.
with it the NFL might have lost all hope in
"Williams jumped the
fighting to keep the new league out of their
gun," said SJSU sprint coach
backyard.
If there are any faults to the WFI. at this
point, fans must remember that its peak
years are a little ways away.
Csonka. Kiick and Warfield have another
year to go on their present Miami contract
and Stabler and Lamonica are in about the
same shape.
So far at least one year the WFI. will have
to survive with " no-name" talent, but
survive it will.
By Blaise Castren
If the NFL doesn’t make some drastic
After being unable to
changes and soon the old established guard
produce a winning team with
ill be fighting for its financial life.
a bundle full of experienced
players this season, SJSU
varsity baseball coach Gene
Menges will be faced with
rebuilding the Spartans with
mostly
inexperienced
players and a fine crop of
frosh-soph players.
Menges, after four winning
seasons at the helm of the
Spartans ( 112-64), saw what
he though was perhaps the
MOUNTAIN VIEW Two best potential team he ever
SJSU tennis players will be had go down the drain,
competing for top honors in finishing at 24-26.
next Saturday’s 10th Annual
With an eye on the 1975
Mountain View Tennis campaign, Menges will be
Tournament at Cuesta Park. most concerned with the
Spartans Andy Moffat and hitting.
Charles Kirmayr will be
"The hitting ability of the
competing against a large team may be our weakness
field of top Northern as we are losing alot of ofCalifornia competitors.
fensive punch through
Moffat, the top player in graduation," Menges said.
the Pacific Coast Athletic
Menges
feels
that
League the past two years, is Potentially the pitching may
scheduled to participate in be the strong point of the
both men’s singles and club next year.
doubles.
"Even though we are
Kirmayr, an ex-Brazilian losing Steve Hinkley and
Davis Cup player is seeded Randy Zylker we had a
eighth in the tournament.
couple of pitchers turn in
good performances toward
the end of the year, and the
frosh-soph team will also
give us some fine pitchers,"
said the Spartan coach.
next year’s
I.eading
mound corps will be Steve
Gordon-Forbes, who was the
Spartan workhorse this year,
compiling a 7-7 record with a
3.17 earned run average.
Menges also hopes that
Jeff Gingrich will return to
the form that he displayed as
a sophomore. Gingrich was
7-3 that year, but as a result
of a ruptured appendix he
didn’t join the team until
mid-season and was 0-3 with
a 9.22 ERA.
Freshman Steve Friar
pitched in only four games
this year for the varsity, but
in his last outing he hurled
what Menges felt was "the
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Rudi Krause (left) and Wayne Hui st in the steeplechase
Larry Livers. "He had one
complete arm motion before
the other kids even moved."
Williams’ fast start came
after two previous false
starts had disqualified Long
Beach State’s Royce Ford.
Williams beat the rest of the
field by three-tenths of a
second.
Spartan Vince Breddell,
placed fourth at 9.8 while
freshman teamate, Ron
Whitaker was injured in the
race and didn’t finish.
Earlier in the competition,

the Spartan quartet of Ike
Mcbee, Whitaker, Louie
Wright and Breddell, upset
the San Diego State 440 relay
team with a 41.4 clocking.
The key to the win was
Whitaker’s fine showing in
the second leg against Steve
Williams, as Breddell was
able to win going away.
In Friday’s competition,
Dan Ripley, matched his
personal best of 16-3 in the
pole vault for an upset first
place finish over Fresno’s
Pat Aldrich.

will plague ’75 Spartans
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HEY"I’M GOING
TO GET MY SHARE
OF $60,000 FOR
MY USED
BOOKS," AT

best pitched game I’ve seen
all year." Friar shutout
Pacific for 13 one third iniiMgs, before losing, 1-0 in
the 14th.
Pat Martin 2-1, 4.27), who
led the club in apperances
this year with 17, Tim Walsh
I 2-0, 6.57), and Don Orndorff
13-2, 3.29), who was second in
the PCAA with a 1.01 ERA,
also will return.
Soph-frosh coach Sam
Piraro felt that pitching was
one of the main reasons for
his club’s 22-5 record this
year, and four of his hurlers
should have good chances of
making the, big club next
year.
Kirk Brown and walk-on
Rick Carrillo were top
fireballers for Piraro’s Bay
Area Collegiate League
champs.
Brown was 6-2 with a 2.59
ERA and Carrillo, who tried
out for the team after the
start of the season, was
sensational posting a 7-0 and
1.75 marks and also had four
saves. Greg Queen ( 2-2,
3.07), and John Nicosia (3-1
3.00 and two shutouts) should
help lower the 4.02 PCAA
ERA of this year.
Next year’s Spartans,
though, will be hit hard in the
hitting department, due to
massive graduation of offensive starters.
The double play combination of Rob Brassea and
Mark Kettman will be gone,
as will the entire outfield of
Dan Mays, Rick Pitneyand
Dennis Smith, along with
designated hitter Steve
Macchi.
To fill in the infield spots
Dave Harris, who hit .367 for
the J.V.’s will vie with junior
Wally Taylor ( .287) at
second base. This year’s
varsity third baseman Mark
Carroll may be at shortstop,
and Phil Eads, rated by
Piraro as being a fine
defensive played might be
used at third. Freshman

PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF!

Special Student Rental Rate

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
manual

mo.$0.00
3 mo.$21.00
1

electric

$12.50
$17.501BM

San Jose Typewriter Co.,Inc.
24 So4th Socond-293-6383Establishod 1900

John Wollf is also
possibility at short.

The Spartans got some
unexpected points Friday
from the weight events when
Dave Gherardi took first in
the discus, with a lifetime
best of 167-6. Aldo Conji
placed fourth in the discus
and third in the hammer
throw.
Gherardi, who hoped to
double in the discus and shot
put, finished second in
Saturday’s shot put with a 5610 effort.
The only dissapointment of
Friday’s action was the

fourth and sixth place finsheds of Wayne Hurst and
Rudi Krause respectively in
the steeplechase. The two
had been favored to finish in
the top three.
The Spartans turned in a
one-two performance in the
long jwnp with Curtis Davis
soaring 24-4 34 for first and
Louie Wright 23-11.
Greg Tinnin won the 120
high hurdles easily in 14.3,
defeating the rest of the field
by more than four tenths of a
second.
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

NOW INTERVIEWING
FOR 3

a

The first base duties
should fall in the hands of
sophmore Dave Ns, who hit
over .300 for the varsity the
first half of the season, but
faltered in the last half,
dipping to .244. Jay Peryam,
who was brought up from the
JV’s for the last six games
should provide us good
competition.
Rich Guardino ( .286), Tim
Connolly ( .318, with "great
range in centerfield," Doug
Drew and Stan Conte, will
battle Kevin Barbieri (a

JUDICIARY POSITIONS
Application DeadlineMay 24

INTERESTED? CONTACT
AL FARLEY,
A.S. Personnel Officer,
A.S., College Union

freshman who handled some
of the varsity designated
hitting dunes) in the outfield.

277-3201
pexosnizrt-9,.PaO0C24S>

Mit)
1974 Summer Session

San Jose State University
Office of Continuing Education
(408) 277-2182
F011r

505,0115

ClItjr 5, and yyr,,

Om,

Intersession June 17 - 21
Six -week session - June 24 - August 2
August 5 - 30
Four -week session
Ten -week session June 24 - August 30
Grab your pencil and come see us in Journalism Budding 1368
Special Feature

Earth 20/20: Vision for our Children’s Children
woo p.m, Tuesdays, DeAnza College, Flint Center, Cupertino, June 25 -Sept. 3)
A free eleven -week lecture series featuring Governor Tom McCall of
Oregon. This program is a sequel to last summer’s series The Next
Billion Years. In conjunction with the series is a three unit Environmental Studies seminar held Thursday evenings.
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Clinic participants
scrutinize dreams
By Dyane Hendricks
"Symbols in dreams can
hange as your attitude
wvards life changes," said
hris Spalding at a sleep
orkshop last week in the
.U. Umunhum Room.
The workshop, the second
a series on sleep sponored by Spalding, a SJSU
sychology major, dealt with
ream interpretation.
Dreams, she said, are a
ay to solve problems and if
person has had a recurring
ream or a recurring theme,
le symbols often change as
person matures or comes
) understand what the
ymbol means.
"I used to have a recurring
leme about an ocean wave
oming to get me," Spalding
aid, relating her own exerience. "It used to scare
ie all the time. I was contantly trying to get away
-om it but then I figured out
:hat it meant and in my
reams I started to swim
nd play in it."
Unlike the first sleep
, orkshop, with Dave Raynal
’rom the Stanford Sleep
linic,
who
answered
,uestions on why people
leep and theories about it,
ie audience participated in
nswering each other’s
uestions about dreaming.
For example, one young
oman said she really

believed dreaming was a
manner in which man could
experience and explore the
universe.
"We have a silver cord in
our heads that keeps us in
tune with the universe," she
explained. -When we sleep
this cord reaches out into the
universe and allows us to
explore.
"Sometime when you
wake up in the morning, you
feel off balance for a few
’lours because the silver cord
hasn’t completely returned
to its place in your head,"
she said.
The woman also expressed
a belief in reincarnation
saying by dreaming a person
can see his past lives.
-Whenever I realize I’m
dreaming, I like to look into a
mirror," she said. "Once I
looked into a mirror and
found that I had once been an
American Indian."
A very predominant view
at the workshop was that
dreams
could
be
premonitions.
Several experiences of -I
dreamed and then it happened" were reported.
One man recalled an instance when he had a dream
about a friend being sick.
"It bothered me all day,"
he said. "There was just
something in the back f my
mind. Then, all of a sudden,

Election valid,
Peterson
o keep seat
The AS. Judiciary refused
disqualify
Sheryle
eterson from the A.S.
ouncil at its meeting
ednesday.
Peterson, a sophomore
,creation and physical
ducation
major,
was
ected lowes division in the
!cent representative ballot
id will take office July 1.

SAN JOSE
PREMIER
A NOSTALGIC
RETROSPECTIVE
OF CLASSIC
1950’s
TELEVISION

Garth Benham, chairman
of the Music Council, asked
the judiciary to invalidate
Peterson’s election, saying
an inaccuracy in a Spartan
Daily article may have
changed the outcome of the
elections.
In the original Daily article Peterson’s major was
incorrectly reported as being
music, instead of recreation
and physical education.
Benham said the incorrect
major led to a more
-liberal" image for Peterson
and could have changed the
elections.
The judiciary held there
-is no evidence that she
,sould otherwise obtain
fewer then average number
of votes," and therefore
refused to invalidate the
elections.

it hit me-the name of a good
friend. I called her up, and
she had been really sick for a
few days."
Another woman said she
found children often had
premonition dreams. "Once
I asked a group of fourth
graders if their dreams had
ever come true and about all
the hands went up, wanting
to relate experiences they
had had."
Yet it was questioned if
some of these dreams were
really premonitions, or just
coincidence or suggestion.
Spalding said that the
possibilkity of suggestion is
very strong, especially if a
person dreamed he had hurt
himself and a few days later
really did.
"According to Calvin Hall,
author
of
the
book
"Dreaming", said Spalding
"many times when a person
dreams he broke his leg or
something and really does it,
it is a form of self punishment."
When a dream about a
broken leg happening to
someone else really occurs,
it could be an instance of
"just being more aware of
something
like
that.
Whereas, if you hadn’t
dreamed about it, you might
never
have
put
any
significance on it."

Class reg
continues
to June 7
All returning students
insist complete preliminary
class schedules and have
them approved by their
departmental advisers by
June 7 according to Scott
Andersen, director of the
computer registration.
Those who do not meet the
deadline will receive lower
registration priority next fall
said Andersen.
Students are urged to
make appointments and
meet with their advisers as
soon as possible concerning
next years class schedules
and academic requirements.
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RICHARD NIXON’S
CHECKERS SPEECH (1952)
The President is ircusiO
’irruption’ The mosi Iran,
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the history ol American poli
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HELP WANTED

GUYS AND GALS- loin a college age
ballet class at Eufrazia School 01
Ballet
Basic
"technique" for
beginning dancers Small classes,
attention
individual
Beverl;
Eufratia Grant. director, 241 1300

toe
WANTED
CANVERSSERS
Encyclopedia Britannica 15 hrs a
week 52 SO nr Must have neat ap
pearance envoy People & walking’
Call Parnala Yant 289 1351

LEWIS’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave Berkeley Ca 94705
Be a New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail T. e Books
kinds
"SPROUTS- Sandwiches A
San
122
for lunch & dinner
Salvador Near the Univers!’ y Call
295 5402 for lake out
SANCTURY, selected writings by
Jon Christopher Bilingual Encino
French edition- Spartan Bookstore
SWEEPING COLLEGE CAMPUSES
is Berkman’s "The Prophit", "a
cleverly eloquent and humorous
American
today’s
critique of
society " At Spartan Books or from
W Kushner. 1335 N Baker.
Publ
Stockton, Ca 95203 5295 Ppd
TALENTED songwriters & creative
groups wanted by Music Publisher
Producer Call 140111 297.2222
SENSITIVITY TRAINING & COM
N1UNICATIONS GROUP $12 per ,no
each Thurs
7 30 10:30 pm
Sen
sitivity training increases our
awareness of ourselves, awareness
of others, and awareness of the
world around us Messages come at
us verbally, non verbally and in
symbolic form We will tune into
these messages, and being in tune,
WO will find a way to relate with
openness and intimacy This tuning
in
forms
the basis of
corn
monlcatiOn We will use a variety Of
approaches from bioenergetics,
psychosynthesis,
Gestalt,
and
psychodrama Most sessions will
include a guided fantasy bOth for
gaining access to the symbolism of
our intuitive side and tor expaning
our consciousness and imagination
Facilitator
keovett
Dew,
SEQUOIA GROWTH CENTER 1209
Martin Ave
SJ Starts June 13
Reservations 288 8075
WEDDINGS: Many acres of lawns,
gardens and ponds. Located one
mile off of highway lion Bear Creek
Rd. Would be ideal for your wedding
and reception. Reasonable rates.
Phone 354 5017 for further in
formation

Prof tells
philosophy
in books
Dr. Peter Koestenbaum,
SJSU philosophy professor,
has written two books, and
as a "declaration of love to
my students and an expression of respect for
them."
According to Koestembaum, the two books "Managing Anxiety" and
"Existential
Sexuality"
are a composite of his 20
years of teaching and
counseling at SJSU, including actual case histories
and letters from students.
The purpose of the books,
said Koestembaum, is to
expand consciousness, show
how love, sex and marriage
can be improved and to aid
in overcoming anxiety,
depression and frustration
existential
through
philosophy.
"Managing Anxiety" and
"Existential Sexuality" are
being published by Spectrum
Books.

COUPLES. SINGLES-reliable. OMp
tor live in child. pet. houSesining
assignments Good wages. room &
board, benefits Transportation refs
reg. HOUSEPARENTS PLAN, 3424
RanlbOw Or , Palo Alto 94306 14151
493 4443
WOULDN’T YOU RATHER WORK IN
SUMMER? For
THIS
HAWAII
information and Application send $T
to Hawaiian Summers Dept 2F. 1837
Kalakaua Suite 45, Honolulu, Hawaii
96815

FOR SALE
SAVE THIS AD. Most ma dor brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment Lowest
prices in the Bay Area Call 252 7028
after 5 pm

4

FOOT BLACKLIGHT
52395
COMPLETE 18" BLACKLIGH
512 99 NEW SUMMER KING SI LE
TAPESTRIES 57 50
INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
IRON ON TRANSFERS
75 cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES
AND
PARAPHANAL IA5
STROBE
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 80 E SAN FERNANDO
ST

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40
cents per pound Any amount Phone
293 295.4
’70 CHALLENGER 340 Ex cond 2 dr
Connectable (white top) bucket
seats, auto trans Air, tact tape,
power windows brakes Good gas
S1,900 plus See to appreciate Most
sell Call Jim at 286 3122 aft 6 pm
FURNITURE: Most sell in 20 days
leaving U.S 1 KING512E BED lets
than a yr old See to app. $300
ALSO, CHROME COFFEE TABLE
w glass top 020 PLUS ANTIQUE
MARBLE COFFEE TABLE, 415 10
gal ACIUAR i UM w all attachments
515 Call Jim 216 3132 aft 6 prn

TWIN 15E0 with frame No headboard
Good Coed S45 or best offer Call
Judy 243 4992

NICE DINETTE SET for 3, 130041
Condition 530 or best offer Call 243
4992

TTTTT BACKPACK Frame
EIN
exi cond large site S55 new asking
035 or best
Call 193 1315

cow

4 houses near
Maid service.
Parking 19S0
N 8th St 295

MEN.Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpel, furnace heat & outside
entrance /06 5 11th St

THIS HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR
YOU! Dark wooden interior 3 berm
3 bth turn yard Where at, St John
St between 10 11th $260 mo 3649361

AUTO MECHANIC (Minor repairs),
Electrician’s Ass’, & Gen Maint. for
High Sierra Camp Exper 415 967
8612

WILLOW GLEN APT. Own room 585
Bike, bus to SJSU Quiet Grad . Up
Div Female, non smoker Helen 169
3077 or 294 1025

STUDENTS,
HOUSEWIVES
&
UNEMPLOYED. Quick selling
household products needs the right
person to handle
Quick money
maker Work full or part time Call
259 1477 for appointment Ask for
Bob Stroughter or Al Torres
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Australia,
Europe,
S
America,
Africa,
Students all professions and oc
cupations S700 to S3000 monthly.
EapenSes paid, overtime sight
seeing. Free information TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO Dept Al
PG Box 603, Corte Madera, CA.
94925
GAIN VALUABLE
EXPERIENCE
while helping our children Summer
program June 24 -Aug
I. Zonta
Children’s Center for emotionally
disturbed Children 295.3581
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING
MAJORS with
Sophomore yr
completed can
work summer
related jobs at Libby’s Food
Processing Plant in Sunnyvale To
apply sign up in advance at the part
time and vocation employment
Office at 112 S 9th St Libby is an
equal opportunity employer
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES needs
summer staff .1 day camp leaders, I
facility supervisor & life guard
Applications available now through
May 22. in the Student Activities
Office
BOB MORETTI, the no tuition can
didate for governor, needs your
help. Call 990 1110 177 W
Santa
Clara, SJ

to Griffin.
Plant trading and or
snipping exchange is encouraged, he said.
Vendors should be signed
up no later than noon,

leading to
ISO REWARD for info
return of green 10 speed Raleigh
Supercourse was stolen Wed May
15th between Industrial studies &
Engineering Buildings. Call Ed 026
0670
LOST WOMAN’S Gold Wedding Ring
near South Third 51 & Williams $25
REWARD Call 269 5570

PERSONALS
SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
w C P and voice defect is looking
for a lasting relationship with an
understanding female FREE rent
offered in eachange tor kindness &
companionship Can 798 7308 an 5

UNWANTED
HAIR
REMOVED
PERMANENTLY by Licenced and
Experienced Electrologist. Located
off 5 Bascom Ave Renee Towers.
295 5911
WANTED Cute little blond male.
driving 4 door red Volvo, and dark
haired Mexican friend w beard
RETURN BIKE FOR LICENSE NO.
of car to the police. If no word by
May 20th promise to take action 292
4596

PRINCESS, I only wanted to keep in
touch, while roal luoittng, found your
location
How and why? Nothing
threatening meant by note Please
BELIEVE. SORRY DREAMER

FURS. STUDIO 1, 2, 3, berm apt
Summer Rates Avail.
293.7796
or 294 9535

CYNTHIA SLATER, Done Eh, or any
one knowing them, please call Bob
Schlarb Collect at (415) BSI 7173

SUMMER RENTAL 4 bdrrn house tor
rent 1 bath. 2 blks. ROM campus $250
mo. Call 2913300

STUDENT DOING RESEARCH on
Women who had Tubal Ligation
operation If you have, Call 2973610
or 379 4839

Cell

URGENT!
Liberal Virgo, Female
needs Female to share my apart
ment, from June F Own room, pool,
laundry near shopping $7250 mo
Call Debbie 578 4097

BOB MORETTI needs your help he’s
been helping you for years .Moretti
for governor, 998 1110

FOR RENT Furnished two Bdrm,
close to campus Mean 286-297481k
for Leon Call after 5pm or 351 5 Ilth
APTS FOR RENT Lrg Quiet One
Bedrooms Studios All Dead Bolt
Security Locks w w Carpets
A.
Swimming Pool, Recreation Room
Summer Rates 620 5 9th St SJ
LARGE ROOM wKit. priv I block
from SJSU by Lucky’s for serious
male student Summer rates now in
effect Call 797.6079
Ft/RN 1 1 2 &Pm AptS Prkg laun
dry. Summer Rates Apply 460 5
11th St or Call 2652430
BEFORE
YOU
MOVE
COME
SEE...LARGE 2 1 3 Wren 2 Bath,
Fully
Furnished. Shag
Carpets.
some Fireplaces. Rev
Room &
Heated Pool, Off Street Parking.
Complete Security System for cars
and residents NEW LOW RENTS 470
5 11th St CBI Apartments 207 7590
WHAT IT 15111
Large Furnished
Apartments 2 Bdrrn 2 bath Ideal
I Or 4 Ref rM gas Bar BO, laundry
hay . cable TV. underground prkg
(sum
rates 1110 1371
148 E
Williams 998 2494

STEADY PART TIME JOB morning
or afternoon Most be mechanically
For in
inclined and personable
teryiew, call 998 1970

HOUSE for up to 7S220 House for 4S160
Fireplace, newly painted. Parking
lot 11th and San Carlos call 146-3023
or 739 5479

HANDY MAN light carpentry repairs
8. painting 4 hrs every Sat, at
ternoon or Sun morning 5350 hr Call
Mrs Erni, 299 4900

1

BORM DUPLEX S65 private and
clean w parking 265 5 11th near San
Carlos 246 3023 or 739 5479

SERVICES
Close
STUDENT TYPING Campus 65 cents page 998 1869

BEDROOM IN HOUSE. 5108 mw
kitchen pro , color to, Call Ann 923
5873

2 STUDIOS FOR RENT S110 near
campus 11252 miles from campus
4S2 S 3rd and 1058 N. 4th Call 295
7438 or 286 2404
LOW SUMMER RATES 595 for clean.
1 bdrm turn apt hot & cold water &
FREE
garbage
ad
parking
Tredewinds Apt%
Reserve NOW,
288 7474 or 292 4059
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB-CO
Beauhful building, firepiace
Ed
grand piano. inside courtyard, kit
color tv. ping pong. linen & maid
sera priv parking 51950 Share.
99 50 up to $109 Sing 202 5 11th 293
7374
FURNISH APTS. Summer & Fall
Applications now available 230 E
(across from
San Salvador St
" 294 6028 or
Duncan Hall) Call "3
294 OM
FURNISHED APTS. 2-3 Bdrm Large.
comfortable 1151k campus Summer
& Fall Reasonable rates 379 4082
FURS, HOUSE 2.3. & 4 bdrms for
summer & next school term Fire
&
place garbage disposal. frig
freezer, volley ball & tennis court
off street Parking Call at 406 5 11th
St

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle.
All Natural color, photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and a free white embossed album ,
Budget priced for highest quality
work
Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601
WRITING
AND
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE. TYPING EDITING
CALL 227 3993 or 374 7904
BEAUTIFUL WEDDING FLOWERS
Save SO per cent off florist prices 12
yes cap Discount Flowers 996 1352
or 244 6396
PHOTO STAMP your glossy photo On
Sheet Of 100 stamps Gummed &
Only 53 00 Stick on
Perforated
resumes, letters etc Write PHOTO
STAMPS, 1601 Orchard View Dr
. Ca 95124 or call 2448703
NEED AN ADVISOR? TEL 269 1596
AM, EVE, HELP IN EDITING.
WRITING
THESES,
TERM
PAPERS, REPORTS, DISSER
TAT ION

Wednesday. Tables and
areas will be assigned on a
first come first serve basis.
The event is being sponsored by the Student Ac1
:int! Services ’Alice.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED for
summer to Share lg furnished house
near campus Call Pam or Gloria
294 2909

1 WORM APT turn outside deck
block from campus $120 ALSO 2
BORM for 513040 S 4th Street Call
197 3938

SANTA CRUZ Summer Rental Sunny
west side 2 bdrrn I bath house AEK
Garage. Carpeted, big yard with
patio close to beach, call John 427
1269

FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS from
bridal bouquets to alter displays
Student
Expert skill
Special
Discount 2933130 or 378 6351
TENNIS RACKET RESTRINGING
fop Quality nylOn S. gut strings
spec,
YOUR
Custom strung to
hcations by leading professional
Prices start at S3 SO All work guar
anteed Call 279 2654

TRANSPORTATION
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING:
annual
Eighth
un regimented
student programs 8 wks in Europe,
8 wks
in Israel Europe. 6 wks
Europe
Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, Inc 2818210
ISRAEL AFRICA
EUROPE
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ISCA. 11687
ROUND CONTACT
San Vicente Blvd Apt No 4 L A
0131 826 5669 or
90049 TEL
17141 287 3010

Calif

FLYING SOON? Well, "It pays to be
TWA
Your
young with TWABill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 225 7262 can help you
todke yOur CE AWAy Fly at 11 pm
, era oft w,th TWA Youth passport &
’dire up to 21 months to pay with d
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 775 7267 for information after
S 00 F or reservations Call 798 6600
Ot your 10141 leave, agent

SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
S368 rd trip plus inter European
flights, rail passes, ,nternational ID
Lards and more Ask fOr Barbara at
Student Services West 235 East St
Clara, No 710 or phone 2810301
5109. CHARTER from S F
to New
York June S TWA 707 Call Barbara
at Student Services West 287 8340

HAWAII! Attention Faculty & Staff
June 15 26th SI85 T IA DC 8
housing programs available Call
Barbara at Student Services West,
207 8301

GOING EAST? Can take ricer as far
as Minneapolis Most leave June 3 or
I Share gas driving 277 8167

PeaGAW:Posi2A49.4CHwOrticepswoh

STUDIO APT unfurn i.ear campus.
Ut.I paid 440 5 10th St 110 mo Call
255 9367

Give us a call at
211-3115

LOST & FOUND
FOUND Small dog, male, long hair,
gray tan & white Call 967 0549

F tye

LEARN SPANISH Intensive Spanish
weekly
beginning
course
Experienced native instructors
Individualized instruction Contact
CICLAattn Cristobal ACOSta, Apdo
498 Sur A Cuernavaca, Morelos,
Mexico

Advertisement.

MUST RENT 1 Berm Furnished Apt
on 13th St for this summer while in
Europe Responsible individual or
couple WO mo 197 0400

dales

STUDENT TYPING 50 cents a page
plus paper Call Tamma 99130352 396
5 11th St

Classified

WILLIAMS PARK TUDOR for sale
$72.500 a Bilrm Bdrm n Fam 3000
Sq Ft. Lot 70 a 170 Totally new
Kitchen, serene garden & fountain,
RUSCIGNO
Garage
Del
REALTORS Call Tom 287 6667

tire. I our
days
days

PHOTOGRAPHY BRIDAL FAIR
HIGH quality wedding photography
tor LOWEST
Bay area rates 018
cl des gold & white album
60
color prints of your choice, full set of
slides
BRIDE
KEEPS
ALL
NEGATIVES, Extra full color
Staff
of
8x10’s SI 25 each
20
photographers
Make
an
als
then
pointment see our samples
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet Call
279 178, or 257 3161

Spartan Daily

SUMMER RATER, Available now
Beautifully furnished 1 Skirrn Apt. at
11th and San Fernando Call K. 739
4510 or x 253$

T wn
days

WEDDIP4’. INVITATIONS printed
Free Got Every Order 294 1769 Be
Appointment Only Vern Hail

with a

LARGE, Furn I Bdrm Apt Summer
Rates. $OO 536 8th St Call 3957194

Classified Rates
day

FRIDAY FLICKS presents PLAY IT
AS IT LAYS stars Anthony Perkins.
Tuesday Weld
A remarkable
performance, showing how it is las
t lays) 7 L 10 pr. Mom Daily Aud 50c
by ALPHA PHI OMEGA

Sell it

SINGLE ROOMS, kitchen rights. NO
smokers, Summer rates 425 5 lath
St Call 397 3125

UNFURNISHED 1 bedroom apart
rnent $135 mo 140 No 15th St Call
344 3650
HUGE ONE SDRM APTS. Ideal for 2
or 3, tone third bath, carpeting, low
summer rates Maria Lane Apts 439
Fourth St Call 9888619

to

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s -Reports-- Dissertations
Marianne Tarnberg -137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 356 4248 Los Gatos

FURNISHED STUDIO for rent 575
mo Water 8, Garbage pd 617 5 9th
St Manager at Apt II

HOUSING
1

LOST Mar 43 Norwegian Eiknound
male 6 mo Sil Bik pointed ears.
curled tail Isirn Kees) needs Mel
293 0906 or 998 0357

PVT RM. in duplex for SeriOuS male
student next to Lucky’s bus.
blk
from campus 297 6079

RED BARRON RESTAURANT is now
taking applications fOr cooks, food
waitress, cocktail waitress. hostess.
bartenders. food preparation &
busboy apply in person 2500 Con
ningham Ave 923 6060.
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Minimum
USED TV SETS
Cater & Bleck &
White 150 $250 Dealer 578 2662

MOTHER OLSON’S:
cainpuS
Linen &
Color TV. Kit priv.
share. 25 single 122
9504

MUSICAL COMEDY DIRECTOR 121
501 to direct 2 shows for fine High
Sierra girls camp Exper Call 415
967 4297

)ne
’64 RAMILER AM, 4 dr Sedan 11 cyi
5200 Or best offer Call Lynn 286 9741

LA DONA APTS. 1 bedroom opts SIIS
summer rates w new carpets and
turn
Quiet atmosphere, near
campus 385 S 4th St Cali Ben, 2118
11383 or John 356 5708

NEWER ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS Girls
Ill’, lOth
rno snared basis 2g2 Wel
BOYS Ww S 0th St 1,5 mu $55 share
797 MIA ALSO am s 61h St so mo 150
shared Kitchen pro, 2924552 Check
our summer rates

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO -MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIRED OF BEING RIPPED OFF
Call CS’S. originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates No
Student refused Call 269 8681 or stop
by 404 So 3rd St , Second floor (3rd
San Salvador)

MOUSE nice, furnished large two
story, five bedrooms, two baths,
Large dining 8. living room with
fireplace South 10th near school
Garage and ample off street
Parking Availalbe 615 for one year
rental agreement Call 257 4247

COUNSELORS (Single women 30.351
to teach Guitar, Canoeing, Gym
nastics. Photography & Yearbook,
Tennis,
Synch
swim.
Typing
S.L " for fine High Sierra girls
camp Exper Jun II Aug. 21 Call
415 967 4/97 Day or Eve

LECTUREDISCUSSION A FILM on
Jungian Psychology with Dr
C
Singh Wallia Friday. flog 30 Pm at
the Psychological Studies Institute.
2251 Yale Street, Palo Alto. No
Charge

AUTO INSURANCE, Specializing in
Auto and Motorcycle Insurance for
students Lowest rates available all
applicants placed regardless of
record Call Mike Foley at 241 3900
for quotation.

A
Dr. Peter
Koestenbaum

Griffin, director of student
services.
There will be tables for
displays, or the vendors can
bring their own display, at no
cost to the seller, according

CLEAN 3 BORN APT. 1,165 mo 628
10th St. Call 295 5144

ANNOUNCEMENTS

JOURNEYMAN MACHANIC will
save you S On auto repairs. Major
repairs on foreign cars Minor only
on American cars Ex VW tune up
122 total, all
Work guaranteed
STEVE GEODES 275 0927

social work

The plant fair is designed
to "help students generate
idncome from the sale of
plants, and to give interested
students a chance to buy
plants," according to Robert

CLASSIFIED

CAR PROBLEMS? SEE AUTO TECH
Skilled mechanic specializing in
Foreign Economy & Sport cars
Tuneup, repair & front end align
meet Open Sat Bring this ad for
discount 297 3690 798 N 13 St

offered in

GROUCHO MARX on YOU
BET YOUR LIFE 119561

Plant faire, exchange begins Thursday
A plant fair will be held
Thursday and Friday on the
walkway between the Music
Building and the old
cafeteria from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 3 0 CPA tow non smoker
rates also Call days 948 0223

B.A. degree

Beginning in July, the
SJSU School of Social Work
will expand to offer a
bachelor’s degree in Social
Service.
This represents a transfer
by the university, of the
Social
Service
degree
program from the Sociology
Department to the School of
Social Work, according to
Virginia McFadden, coordinator of the undergraduate
program.
The undergraduate social
vark curriculum is designed
to graduate students who are
to
begin
prepared
professional social work
practice, or to continue study
in graduate schools of social
ork, she said.
There are six required
courses, plus two electives in
the major. Core study areas
include the philosophy and
evolution of the social
welfare system, and approaches to social work
practice.
She said that for 16 hours
per week, students apply
their growing skills in interviewing,m developing
relationships and coordinating
community
resources through direct
social service to individuals.
Advising
for
fall
registration and general
information about the major
are now available through
the School of Social Work,
phone 277-2235, according to
McFadden.
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Saunders, Weitz drowned out

Free ’sauce’ saves show
By John Brayfield
The Joint Effort Coffeehouse celebrated its
"third annual going out of
business show" Thursday
night and though the music
wasn’t the greatest, the
atmosphere was.
Saunders fills in
Jazz flutist Tim Weisburg
was supposed to play for the
final show of the season but
he had to cancel at the last
minute. No one complained
though or asked for their
money back because the
replacement was probably a
good deal better than the act
that had been promised.
Merle Saunders, one of the
most versatile and hard
playing jazz organists and
keyboard men in the
business today, filled in for

and
the rnissingflutist
completely overpowered the
audience with his classic
smile and pulsating fingers.
Saunders drowned-out
The only problem with
Saunders performance was
that he couldn’t be heard
above the clamor of the
"salsa" band that accompained him. His fine
organ and electric piano
runs
were
completely
drowned out at times by the
ego-tripping back-up band.
The band consisted of a
saxophone, a lead guitar,
bass guitar and drums that
mixed together to form a
wall of noise that Saunders
just wasn’t able to break
through.
Volume unbearable
Also appearing on the

show was a three-man band
from New York known as
J.R. Wietz. Resembling a
miniature John McLaughlin
and the Mahvishnu Orchestra, J.R. Weitz played a
freaked-out style of jazz that
nearly tore the tiles from the
Coffeehouse ceiling. The
volume was at such a peak
level as to be almost unbearable.
Perhaps if JR. Weitz
would be a terrific band to
hear in some place like
Winterland or in an open
field in Kansas where there
is plenty of room for sound
innovation, but in the small
confines of the Joint Effort.
Audience surprised
But it was the mood that
counted and not the music.
As the Coffeehouse had

promised all week they had a
"free
surprise"
for
everyone. The surprise was
a huge kettle of super punch.
Although their recipe was
undisclosed it wasn’t hard to
figure out some of the basic
incredients.
The free "happy sauce"
had everyone clapp;.ng and
really into the music and
even when it ended no one
seemed to notice.
Evening still success
The audience got to a point
where it gave up clapping
and simply raised its halffilled cups of super-punch in
tribute to whomever or
whatever happened to be
performing on stage.
All in all it was one of the
greatest evenings the Joint
Effort Coffeehouse (or any

place else on campus for that
matter) has had for a luni
time.
3

A Sunday;,
of music
planned
A Sunday of jazz, rock)
classical and big banck
sounds has been planned by,
the Cities of Sunnyvale and
Santa Clara, May 26, from 12
to 6 p.m. at Ortega Park.
Stoned Brown, the De Anza
Jazz Ensemble and Chuckj
Travis Big Band, will be
among the 10 bands which
will play.

Faculty recital exhibits no flaws

RIck Murphy

Ceramic wall hanging now in S.U. Gallery

Four dimensional art

=1,

a step into a new age
By Joan Baldwin
The assemblege of ropedraped posts and polished
chrome adorning the floor of
the S.U. Art Gallery may
cause anyone entering to
pause and consider the artistic value of such an
assortment.
According to the exhibit’s
creator, Steve Foss, the
showing is a step into a new
age of art, going from three
dimensional
to
four
dimensional.
This additional dimension,
according to Foss, is a
statement of his belief in a

new world where our consciousness will be expanded
beyond the dimensions that
we are now familiar with.
He sees himself as a
pioneer. "Man went from 20 to 3-D art advancing from
the Paleolithic age to the
Neolithic. This expansion of
consciousness went along
with man’s realization that
there is a future, and that he
need not only live for today."
Foss states that his
sculptures, composed of
chrome, stainless steel,
brass, aluminum, lead,
brass and wood. He forms

Birdviroman of
San Jose State
Barbara Ede8/356-0664

PSA gives you a lift.

tr,

"imaginary planes" by
grouping the materials
around an open space. Foss
also uses the helix ( a three
dimensional curve that lies
on a cylinder) in all of his
sculptures.
Also featured in the exhibit
are Pat Seaborn’s ceramic
wall hangings (see picture).
The circular and rectangular
forms are glazed and
unglazed ceramic squares
with two or three dimensional objects mounted on
the top of the hanging, giving
an effect of nails or bolts.
Jackie
Kansky’s
serigraphy hangings of cars
and a man walking, brighten
the walls of the gallery.
Serigraphy is a combination
of the photo-stencil process
used for silkscreen and
painting.
Each part of the picture is
run separately on paper and
then mounted between two
sheets of acrylic. Kansky
uses enamel paint for the
bright touches of color.
The exhibit will run
through May 30.
There will
also
be
photographs on display in
the S.U. lobby by the advanced students of SJSU
photo instructor, Charles
Saunders.

Now, you can join
Breuners fine
Jewelry Club Plan!
Yes, now you can purchase your Art Carved’ diamond
engagement ring and wedding bands with no down
payment and take 36 months to pay without finance
charge! Our policy requires only that you make a minimum purchase of $60 or more and a minimum payment of $5 per month. We realize a diamond is a
lifetime investment. You want the best. Breuners new
Jewelry Club Plan helps you to afford the best! So,
if you’re shopping for a ring, see us soon for special
service at a very special time! Breuners loves brides!

Breuners

Campbell Wayside Store
378-9400
Highway 17 and Hamilton Avenue

By Janet Parker
There’s seldom a concert
on a college campus where a
reviewer must stretch his
imagination to find a flaw.
The faculty recital of tenor
Raymond Nilsson, assistant
professor of music, Thursday evening in the SJSU
concert hall, was such an
event.
The only flaw was in the
lack of sizeable audience.
About 100 persons, including
students and faculty, were at
the concert.
Shouts of "Bravo"
Nilsson, who’s extensive
professional background
was evident throughout the
90-minute concert, brought a
few shouts of "bravo" and
"excellent" at the close of
his varied presentation.
In fact, a highlight of the
concert was something no on
the program itselfa duet
with Dr. Gus Lease,
professor of music. The two
sang an unrehearsed Verdi
compsition. The combined expertise brought some of
the crowd to their feet.
Nilsson, who accumulated
most of his professional
honors in England, draws his
background as principal
tenor at the Royal Opera
House in London from 195361 and as a guest artist in
operas throughout Europe,
South Africa, and Australia.
He also as has been a
regular principal of the San
Francisco Opera.
Nilsson versatile
The versatility of Nilsson

concert was particularly
impressive.
The tenor easily settled
into a soft Handel piece in a
lullaby style at the outset of
the concert.
Despite
his
tenor
background, Nilsson slid
comfortably from deep
tones, which filled the entire
music hall with sound, to
higher, almost sopranic
pitches.
In a triad of Schubert
operatic
pieces
that
followed, sincerity and
conviction were evident.
In three seperate Swedish
songs by Alfven and Sjoberg,
Nilsson handled each with
ease from the pianissimo of

the first to the forceful
dynamics of the last. He
gracefully carried over three
octave ranges.
An old favorite
As if to prove that opera is
not his only forte, Nilsson
added to the program what
he called "an old favorite"
"I Hear You Calling Me."
Although it probably was not
the kind of "old favorite"
many in the audience had in
mind, it was perfect and
precise.
As if Nilsson’s perfection
alone weren’t enough, accompanist John Delevoryas,
professor of music, provided
pianistic
skilled
a
background for Nilsson.
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MOVIES & LECTURESON

CHINA
TODAY

Gathered from local
stores, styles feature furs,
dressy apparrel, Hawaiian
prints and denims.

MEDICINE

THIS WEEK
Speaker

NW BANNISTER
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Tickets are $12.50 or $24 a
couple including dinner and
cocktails or $6.50 for the
fashion show beginning at 9
p.m. followed by the dance
featuring the band "Readin.
Writin’ and Rithrnetic."
Money from the event will
go to the Club’s scholarship
fund awarded to members of
the San Jose State Marketing
Club.

For additional information
call Holly Wright 739-0531 ext
241.
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Playwright’s Dilema
The Advanced Rehearsal
and Performance class at
SJSU will present two plays
depicting "Playwrights’
tonight
and
Dilemas"
tomorrow at 7:30 in the
Studio Theater. Admission is
free.
Staging unusual
Hal J. Todd, chairman of
the drama department, is
directing the effort which he
says will be "staged in an
unusual manner" with the
audience witting on opposite
sides of the playing area."
The first drama, "Church
Street" by Lennox Robinson,
"is an unusual drama which
contrasts illusion with
reality," says Todd.
Reality contrasted
An unsuccessful young
writer, Hugh Riordan, is
shown in "Church Street,"
the dramatic potential
inherent in the lives of his old

The enthusiastic response
of Nilsson’s colleagues and
his own voice students was
the finishing touch of a
flawless concert.

Unusual fashion show
"Summer Breeze," an
unusual fashion show of
funky chic, will be presented
7 p.m. Wednesday at the
Paragon Club, 1500 Almaden
Road.
Beginning with cocktails,
the evening will include
dinner and dancing to a live
band following the program.
Sponsored by the San Jose
City Merchandising Club,
the clothes range from the
very elegant, fit for touring
in a Rolls Royce, to the
sporty convenience of a ride
in a Ford Pinto.

The annual event will
prelude the Sunday Summer
Concert Series which will
commence July 7.

%’peeltthegla till to

Irish hometown inhabitants
by his perceptive Aunt Moll.
"Electronic Nigger," by
Ed Sullins, "also concerns
the writing process," says
Todd. "It takes place in a
college night class, the first
ever taught by a young black
poet. Mr. Jones."
Rob Springer has been
cast as Hugh in "Church
Street" with Pat Kyle as
Aunt Moll.
Additional members include Edie Berry as Miss
Pettigrew, Joyce Atkins as
Sallie Long and Enrique
Perezparce.
Leading roles in "Electronic Nigger" feature the
double casting of Benny
Jurand and Greg Wright as
Mr. Jones, Leslie Perry and
Charles Owens as Mr.
Carpenter,
and
Mary
Conetto and Peggy Shannon
as Miss Moskovitz.
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